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1. Introduction 

Company competitiveness is determined by its capabilities to satisfy its customer 

needs and collaborate well with others. Collaboration creates opportunities such as 

minimize the total cost of the company without sacrifice their customer satisfaction. 

Customer satisfaction is crucial as it will eventually lead to customer loyalty [1]. This 

practice can be found in supply chain management, which manages raw materials into 

finished goods between companies to meet their consumer needs optimally. The supply 

chain's performance is influenced by the partnership, collaboration, and integration 

between the company positively [2]. There are many opportunities for collaboration 

between companies, one of them is inventory management. According to Yang, et al. [3], 

effective inventory management is fundamental to order fulfillment excellence and 

supply chain success. Inventory management determines when and the number of goods 

that will be ordered or produced [4]. Inventory management problems cannot be focused 

individually in the supply chain because inventory is a part of it [5]. Integrated 
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 Integrated inventory management coordinates all party's 

replenishment policies to provide optimal benefits. Many models 

have been developed, but none of them have considered capital 

and warehouse constraints comprehensively. It may cause the 

model which cannot be applied since it has exceeded the 

capacity. This study developed an integrated inventory model 

that consisted of one vendor, multi-buyer, and one type of item. 

The main objective was to minimize the joint total expected cost 

by considering warehouse, capital, and service level constraint. 

The optimal formula was constructed by using the Lagrange 

multipliers method.  The results showed that with an increment 

in holding cost, the vendor tends to reduce lot size to minimize 

joint total expected cost. It is vice versa to the increment in set 

up cost. An increment in buyer service level can increase lot size 

and reduce order frequency. The buyer capacity is essential to 

determine its capability to apply the optimal replenishment 

policy. 
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inventory management is essential as individual strategies cannot obtain optimal 

inventory-saving costs in the entire chain [6].  

Integrated inventory management coordinated all party's replenishment policies 

to provide optimal benefits which were first proved by Goyal [7]. Lee, et al. [8] found that 

vendor-managed inventory had better performance than retail-managed inventory in 

general.  Aritonang, et al. [9], Huang [10], Hsu and Lee [11], Jha and Shanker [6], 

Kurdhi, et al. [12], Mou, et al. [13], and Vijayashree and Uthayakumar [14] developed an 

integrated inventory model with crashing lead time to minimize the total cost of 

inventory.  AlDurgam, et al. [15], Hoque and Bhattacharya [16], Liao, et al. [17], 

Ouyang, et al. [18], Tarhini, et al. [19], Utama [20] considered warehouse capacity as a 

constraint in the developed model to ensure that replenishment policy did not exceed it. 

On the other side, other researchers observed capital capacity as a constraint in the 

model [3], [21], [22]. Some researchers explained another possibility that might work in 

an integrated inventory system such as sustainability aspect [23], [24], contract policy 

[25], [26], [27], [28]. Some models were developed specifically for a certain number 

(single or multi) of vendor, buyer, and item case. This research, however, focused on 

single-vendor multi-buyer with a single item case. Usually, it can be found in companies 

that monopolize related sales of certain goods, such as franchise businesses and others.   

In inventory management, capital capacity determines a company's ability to 

produce or buy many goods [5]. On the other hand, warehouse capacity determines the 

company's ability to store many goods produced or bought [5]. However, previous 

research has not considered capital and warehouse constraints comprehensively. It may 

cause the optimal decision in the model cannot be applied as it has exceeded the 

capacity. Thus, this research aimed to develop an integrated inventory model by 

considering capital and warehouse constraints comprehensively to overcome previous 

research weaknesses. Furthermore, the sensitivity analysis results can help 

practitioners understand what factor might affect their decision to create a proper plan 

accordingly. 

This paper's organization is presented as follows: Section 2 describes assumptions 

and notations, mathematical models, algorithm proposals, data collection, and 

experimental procedures. Section 3 presents the solution of optimization and sensitivity 

analysis. Section 4 outlines the conclusions and suggestions for further research.  

 

2. Methods 

2.1 Assumptions and Notations 

There are several assumptions used in this study as follows: 

1. Demand among buyers is independent and stochastic. 

2. There is no fluctuation in costs. 

3. Each buyer checks the availability of goods using a continuous review system. So 

when the number of available goods reaches the reorder point, the buyer will 

place an order. 

4. If a shortage occurs, the buyer will backorder to cover it. The vendor never 

experiences shortages as the vendor can provide sufficient quantities of goods to 

meet buyer demand. 

5. The vendor never experiences problems with warehouse and capital capacity. 

6. Transportation costs per unit from a vendor to the buyer are constant and 

independent of the number of orders. 

7. Delivery lead time between vendor to buyers is constant. 
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The notation used in the developed model can be seen as follows. 

N : The number of buyers 

for the buyer to "i" (i = 1, 2, ..., N) 
Di : Average demand per unit time 

D : Total average demand per unit time (D = ∑ Di
N
i=1 ) 

Abi : Ordering cost per order 
Cbi : Unit purchase cost 
hbi : Holding cost rate (per monetary unit invested in inventory) per unit time 

Q
i
 : Order quantity (decision variable) 

ki : safety factor → Can be find by using the Z table  
Li : Lead time 
αi : The proportion of demands that are not met from stock, so (1-αi) is the 

service level  
σi : Standard deviation 
ф (ki) : Standard normal probability density function 
Ф (ki) : The standard normal cumulative distribution function 
Wi : Warehouse capacity  

w : Storage requirement for one unit 
Ji : Capital capacity 

λbi : Lambda in Lagrange function for warehouse capacity constraint 
λci : Lambda in Lagrange function for capital capacity constraint for vendors 
P : production rate, P > D  
Av : Setup cost per setup 
Cv : Unit production costs (Cv < Cbi,∇i) 
hv : Holding cost rate (per monetary unit invested in inventory) per unit time 

m : Number of lots delivered from the vendor to each buyer in a production 

cycle (same for all the buyers), a positive integer (decision variable) 
Q : Lot size in each delivery to meet the demand of all buyers,  

Q = ∑ Q
i

N
i=i  (decision variable) 

2.2 Mathematical Formulation 

The developed model is modified from the integrated inventory model by Jha and 

Shanker [6] with additional warehouse and capital constraints from Tersine [5]. The 

mathematical formulation of the developed model is as follows. 

 

Min JTEC (Q,m) =  
D

Q
(

Av

m
+ ∑ Abi

N

i=1

) +∑(hbiCbi (
Q

2D
Di+kiσi√Li))+

Q

2
hvCv (m (1-

D

P
) -1+

2D

P
)

N

i=1

 

(1) 

 
Subject 

to 
D σi √Li Ψ(ki)

Di Q
 ≤ αi 

 

(2) 

 
with Ψ(ki) = ф(ki) - ki (1 - Ф(ki))  

 w Di 

Q

D
 ≤ Wi (3) 

 
 

 

 
Cbi Di Q

2 D
 ≤ Ji (4) 
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The objective function (1) is to minimize the Joint Total Expected Cost (JTEC) of 

buyer and vendor inventory costs which consist of holding cost, set up cost, and order 

cost. Service level constraint (2) ensures that the buyer’s service level is satisfied. 

Warehouse (3) and capital (4) constraints are added to ensure that the decision variable's 

optimal value does not exceed the buyer capacity. To find the Q and m formula's optimal 

value, the objective function (1) needs to be modified with the Lagrange method and 

derived in Eq. 5. 

 

L (Q,m,λbi,λci)
=

D

Q
(

Av

m
+ ∑Abi

N

i=1

) + ∑(hbiCbi (
Q

2D
Di+kiσi√Li))

N

i=1

+
Q

2
hvCv (m (1-

D

P
) -1+

2D

P
)

+ ∑(𝜆𝑏𝑖(

𝑁

𝑖=1

w Di 

Q

D
 - Wi) + ∑(𝜆𝑐𝑖(

𝑁

𝑖=1

Cbi Di Q

2 D
 - Ji)) 

(5) 

 

 

 

Q optimal formula divided into two, which are Q without constraint formula was 

found by deriving objective function (1) to the value of Q, which can be seen in Eq. 6. 

 

Qoptimal =√
2D(

Av

m
+( ∑ Abi))

N
i=1

( ∑
hbiCbiDi

D
N
i=1 + hv.Cv. (m (1-

D
P

) -1+ 
2D
P

)
 

(6) 

 

 

 

Q with constraint formula, which is found by deriving objective function (5) to the 

value of Q, can be seen in Eq. 7. 

 

Qoptimal =√
2D(

Av

m
+( ∑ Abi))

N
i=1

( ∑
hbiCbiDi

D
N
i=1 + hvCv (m (1-

D
P

) -1+ 
2D
P

) + ( ∑
λbiwDi

D
) + (∑

λciCbiDi

2D
)N

i=1
N
i=1

 

(7)  

 

 

Buyer "i" orders a number of "Q
i
" goods and the vendor produces a number of mQ 

goods with a production level of P in one set up. Goods are sent in the amount of Q and 

m times to meet the demands of all buyers. For this reason, the buyer’s order quantity 

can be calculated by using Eq. 8 

 

Q
i
 =  

Di

D
 Q (8)  

 

m is an optimal formula, which was found by deriving objective function (1) to the 

value of m, which can be seen in Eq. 9. 

moptimal = √
2DAv

Q
2
hvCv(1-

D
P

)
 

(9)  
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Optimal value of λbi can be calculated by using the following formula [5]. 

 

 

λbi (
wDiQ

D
-Wi) = 0  (10)  

 

λci (
CbiDiQ

2D
 - Ji) = 0 

(11) 

 

The hessian matrix in Eq. 12 is used to know whether the calculated value of Q 

and m are local minimum points or not. 
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To minimize the JTEC (1), all of the leading principal minor from the Hessian 

matrix must be positive so that values of Q and m are local minimum [29]. 

 
 

The first leading principal minor is seen in equation (13) 

 

 

 

2D(
Av

m
+( ∑ Abi))

N
i=1

Q
3

  
(13) 

 

In Eq. 13, due to each variable's positive value and parameter, the first leading 

principal minor is also positive. Thus, it can be concluded that the local minimum 

requirement for the first leading principal minor has been satisfied. 

 

The second leading principal minor can be seen in equation (14). 
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Fig. 1. Inventory system integrated single-vendor multi-buyer with a single item [6] 

 

The second leading principal minor's value is difficult to prove due to the lack of 

information related to the value of variables and parameters. Thus, further calculations 

are needed for Eq. 14 to know whether the local minimum requirement is satisfied or not 

for the second leading principal minor. 

In Fig. 1, the delivery system applied is based on the second model of [30]. Some 

batches of goods will be sent by the vendor to the buyer when the buyer’s batches from 

the previous period have reached to the reorder point. Shipment is done simultaneously 
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to meet the average demand from all buyers. Although it was done simultaneously, each 

buyer may obtain the shipped item depending on the lead time. 

The vendor cycles consist of production and shipment cycles as well as shipping 

cycles. In the production and shipment cycle, the vendor produces goods, and some of the 

goods will be ship to the buyer. The remaining production goods will be stored and 

shipped in the shipping cycle.   

 

2.3 Algorithm 

This section consists of steps to solve the single-vendor multi-buyer and single 

item integrated inventory problem. The algorithm steps can be seen in Fig. 2. 

Start

Calculate Q and m

(Eq. 8 and Eq.9)

Check warehouse and 

capital constraint 

(Eq. 3 and Eq.4)

is it satisfied ?

Maintain value of 

m and recalculate 

Q using Eq. 7

no

Check service level 

constraint (Eq. 2)

yes

is it satisfied ?

Buyer do not 

have sufficient 

capacity

Reduce service 

level

Increase 

capacity

Check the 

leading 

principal minor 

(Eq. 14)

Maintain value of Q 

and recalculate m 

using Eq. 9

no yes
Calculate JTEC

(Eq. 1)

Done

Is it positive ?

Q and m are not local 

minimum point

yes no

Q and m are local 

minimum point

 

 

Fig. 2. Algorithm Flowchart 
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Procedure details are presented as follows: 

1) Calculate the optimal value of Q and m by using Eq. 6 and Eq. 9. First, set the 

value of m equal to 1 and find the value of Q by using Eq. 6. The calculated value 

of Q is used to find the value of m by using Eq. 9. The iteration is done 

continuously until the value of Q and m are the same as the previous one.  

2) Check the existing constraints by using Eq. 3 and Eq. 4. Suppose the buyer 

warehouse and capital constraints have been satisfied. In that case, the next step 

is to check the service level constraints by using Eq. 2. If all of the constraints are 

satisfied, then the value of Q and m obtained is optimal and feasible. Continue to 

Step 3 if the existing constraints are not satisfied. 

3) Calculate the new value of Q and m. First, use the calculated value of m from step 

1 and find the optimal values λbi and λci by using Eq. 10 and Eq. 11 

simultaneously. The calculation is done by determining the λ value on an 

individual basis in advance with other λ values is set to a constant value. After 

that, recalculate Q by using Eq. 7 and go back to step 2. If the constraints still 

cannot be satisfied, it can be concluded that the buyer capacity is not sufficient to 

satisfy the determined service level. Therefore, the buyer needs to increase their 

own capacity or lower their determined service level. After that, go to step 1 and 

recalculate the optimal value of Q and m. If the constraints are satisfied, then use 

the new value of Q to calculate the new value of m by using Eq. 9. The value of Q 

and m needs to be rounded up or down to become an integer value. Select the 

rounded value combination based on the most minimum joint total expected cost 

and not violate the existing constraints. 

4) Check the second leading principal minor to know whether the calculated value of 

Q and m are local minimum or not by using Eq. 14. If the value is positive, then 

the values of Q and m are a local minimum. The value of Q and m can still be 

used regardless it is a local minimum or not because all of the existing 

constraints had been satisfied. The joint total expected cost can be calculated by 

using Eq. 1. 

 

2.4 Data Collection 

Hypothetical data are used in the calculation, which can be seen in  

Table 1. The data are referred to as Jha and Shanker [6] cases with additional 

data such as buyer capital capacity, buyer warehouse capacity.  

 

2.5 Experimental Procedures 

 The integrated inventory for single-vendor multi-buyer with a single item 

case is modeled in section 2.2. The developed model was used to solve the mathematical 

problem using an algorithm explained in section 2.3. The calculation was done manually 

by using excel software. Sensitivity analysis between decision variables was conducted 

by modifying one decision variable value and recalculating another one's optimal value. 

On the other hand, certain parameter values were modified, and optimal decision 

variables were recalculated. Sensitivity analysis is used to test the relationship between 

the value Q and m, the changes in the value of vendor holding cost to Q and m, and the 

effect of service level on the value of Q and m. 
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Table 1. Hypothetical Data of Buyers and Vendors 

Hypothetical Data of Buyer 

Buyer 

Demand order cost 

unit 

purchase 

cost 

holding 

cost 

rate 

standard 

deviation 

lead 

time 

Warehouse 

capacity 

volume 

goods 
capital 

service 

level 

Di 

(Units / 

year) 

Abi 

($ / 

order) 

Cbi 

($ / Unit) 
hbi σi 

Li 

(day) 
Wi (m

3) 
w (m3/ 

unit) 
Ji ($) 

1 - αi 

(%) 

1 1,000 3,000 250 0.2 20 3 2,000 10 31,000 80% 

2 5,000 4,000 200 0.2 50 2 10,000 10 129,000 95% 

3 800 3,500 220 0.2 25 4 1,500 10 11,500 80% 

Hypothetical Data of Vendor 

Parameter Information value 

P Production capacity (units / year) 7,000 

Av Setup cost ($) 4,000 

Hv Holding cost rate 0.2 

Cv Unit production cost ($ / unit) 150 

 

3.  Results and Discussion 

3.1 Solution Optimization  

The optimal solution in the mathematical calculation using the developed model 

can be seen in  

Table 2. 

 

Table 2. Optimal Solution 

Q = 888 units, m = 9 times 

Buyer 
Q
i
 

Order Quantity (Units) 

1 131 

2 653 

3 104 

 

To minimize the joint total expected cost, each buyer’s order quantity decision can 

be made according to the result in  

Table 2. So, buyer 1 needed to order for 131 units, buyer 2 needed to order for 653 

units, and buyer 3 had to order for 104 units. The vendor production unit was calculated 

by multiplication of the value of Q (888 units) and m (9 times), which was 7,992 units. 

The joint total expected cost was $ 148,844,444.444. 

 

3.2  Sensitivity Analysis 

This section consisted of sensitivity analysis of parameters and the value of 

decision variables. The decision variables were Q (lot size of goods) and m (number of 

shipments). The sensitivity analysis was conducted by using the calculation of 

hypothetical data. 
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Fig. 3. The relationship between the Q and m values 

 

Fig. 3 exploited that Q and m had negative correlations in minimizing the joint 

total expected cost. An increment in the value of m would certainly decrease the value of 

Q, that was to minimize the joint total expected cost and vice versa. 

 

 

Fig. 4. The changes in the value of vendor holding cost to Q and m 

 

 Fig. 4 indicated an increment in the vendor's holding cost would decrease Q, m, 

and Qm's value. There was a step trend decrement in the value of m due to its integer 

and constant value in the range of particular holding costs. If m is constant at a certain 

cost range, Q's value will decrease to minimize the joint total expected cost.  
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This result was vice versa to the increment in the vendor’s setup cost. It means 

that the higher the vendor's holding cost or lower the vendor’s set up cost, the vendor 

tends to lower its production lot size (Qm) to minimize the joint total expected cost and 

vice versa. This finding is consistent with the previous research [6]. 

 

 

Fig. 5. Effect of service level to the value of Q and m 

 

Fig. 5 projected that an increment in the value of service level could increase the 

calculation result of service level constraint on the Q and m remain constant. A positive 

value in the calculation meant that the service level constraint was not satisfied and vice 

versa. To satisfy the increased service level, the value of Q should be increased, which 

would decrease the value of m. The result was vice versa to the increment of buyer 

warehouse capacity or buyer capital capacity. The higher capacity indicated that the 

buyer could fulfill the optimal value of Q and m. 

The buyer's capacity was divided into loose, tight, and medium categories. The 

buyer who was in the loose category had high flexibility against the change because of its 

capacity. Thus, with the same value of Q and m, the buyer still would be able to comply 

with it even though there was a change in other parameters' value. The buyer who was 

in the medium category had low flexibility. An increment in the value of Q and m would 

make the buyer in this category unable to fulfill it. Meanwhile, the buyer who was in the 

tight category cannot fulfill the value of Q and m, so some adjustments were needed. The 

adjustments were to lower service level, increase the capacity, or decrease Q's value. 

 

4. Conclusion 

The developed model can overcome previous research weaknesses by considering 

capital and warehouse capacity constraints. Parameter value (holding cost, set up cost, 

buyer service levels, buyer capacity) can affect the decision variables value (Q and m) to 

minimize the joint total expected cost. In case of increment in holding cost, the vendor 

tends to reduce the lot size to minimize the joint total expected cost. It is vice versa to 

the increment in set up cost. An increment in buyer service level can increase lot size 
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and reduce order frequency. The buyer capacity is essential to determine its capability to 

apply the optimal replenishment policy. 

For further research, crashing lead time can be considered more because it 

relates to responsiveness and customer satisfaction. The model can be modified by 

removing or adding indexes as required to solve other cases. 
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